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Motivation

1. Personalized KG is needed for personalized treatment.

2. Existing works mainly focus on 
1) simple hierarchical relations
2) the inner graphical structure of EHR
while there are many external biomedical KGs available

LLM as Knowledge Base UMLS-KG



Challenges

1. How to construct personalized KGs utilizing external knowledge bases?

2. How to improve time-series clinical (EHR) predictions with those KGs?

- We construct medical concept-specific KGs

- We treat personalized knowledge graphs as patient representations



Method
Our proposed method - GraphCare

Step 1: Generate concept-specific KGs for every medical concept using LLM prompts and by subsampling from existing 
KGs. Perform clustering on nodes and edges across these KGs. 
Step 2: For each patient, merge relevant concept-specific KGs to form a personalized KG. 
Step 3: Employ Bi-attention Augmented (BAT) Graph Neural Network (GNN) to predict based on the personalized KGs.



Method
GraphCare – Concept-specific KG Generation

1.1 Knowledge extraction from LLM through prompting:

Given a prompt (a medical condition/procedure/drug), extrapolate as many relationships 
as possible of it and provide a list of updates.
The relationships should be helpful for healthcare prediction (e.g., drug 
recommendation, mortality prediction, readmission prediction …)
Each update should be exactly in format of [ENTITY 1, RELATIONSHIP, ENTITY 2]. The 
relationship is directed, so the order matters.
Both ENTITY 1 and ENTITY 2 should be noun.
Any element in [ENTITY 1, RELATIONSHIP, ENTITY 2] should be conclusive, make it as 
short as possible.
Do this in both breadth and depth. Expand [ENTITY 1, RELATIONSHIP, ENTITY 2] until the 
size reaches 100.

{example}

prompt: {term}
updates:

if category == "condition":
example = \
"""Example:
prompt: systemic lupus erythematosus
updates: [[systemic lupus erythematosus, is an, autoimmune condition], [systemic 
lupus erythematosus, may cause, nephritis], [anti-nuclear antigen, is a test for, 
systemic lupus erythematosus], [systemic lupus erythematosus, is treated with, 
steroids], [methylprednisolone, is a, steroid]]
"""
elif category == "procedure":
example = \
"""Example:
prompt: endoscopy
updates: [[endoscopy, is a, medical procedure], [endoscopy, used for, diagnosis], 
[endoscopic biopsy, is a type of, endoscopy], [endoscopic biopsy, can detect, 
ulcers]]
"""
elif category == "drug":
example = \
"""Example:
prompt: iobenzamic acid
updates: [[iobenzamic acid, is a, drug], [iobenzamic acid, may have, side 
effects], [side effects, can include, nausea], [iobenzamic acid, used as, X-ray 
contrast agent], [iobenzamic acid, formula, C16H13I3N2O3]]
"""

Step 1: Generate concept-specific KGs for every medical concept using LLM prompts and by 
subsampling from existing KGs. Perform clustering on nodes and edges across these KGs. 



Method
GraphCare – Concept-specific KG Generation

1.2 Subgraph sampling from existing KG:

(For the first hop, we retrieve all the triples containing 
the concept. For the second (and higher) hop, we 
randomly retrieve triples of window size 𝜖)

Step 1: Generate concept-specific KGs for every medical concept using LLM prompts and by 
subsampling from existing KGs. Perform clustering on nodes and edges across these KGs. 



Method
GraphCare – Concept-specific KG Generation Step 1: Generate concept-specific KGs for every medical concept using LLM prompts and by 

subsampling from existing KGs. Perform clustering on nodes and edges across these KGs. 

1.3 Node & Edge Clustering

Based on the word embedding of 
nodes and edges, we apply 
agglomerative clustering to get 
two mappings:

New global graph (node clusters 
as new nodes; edge clusters as 
new edges): New concept-specific graph:



Method
GraphCare – Personalized KG Composition Step 2: For each patient, merge relevant concept-specific KGs to form a personalized KG. 



Method
GraphCare – Bi-attention Augmented GNN Step 3: Employ Bi-attention Augmented (BAT) Graph Neural Network (GNN) to predict 

based on the personalized KGs.



Method
GraphCare – Bi-attention Augmented GNN

Attention Initialization

Step 3: Employ Bi-attention Augmented (BAT) Graph Neural Network (GNN) to predict 
based on the personalized KGs.



Method
GraphCare – Bi-attention Augmented GNN

Patient Representation

Step 3: Employ Bi-attention Augmented (BAT) Graph Neural Network (GNN) to predict 
based on the personalized KGs.



Experiments
Performance comparison of 4 prediction 
tasks on MIMIC-III and MIMIC-IV

1. GraphCare consistently outperforms other methods on 
all tasks and datasets.

2. BAT outperforms other GNNs and graph transformers.

3. Performance gain on MIMIC-III is more obvious.

Findings:



ExperimentsExperiments
Effect of EHR Training Data Size

Findings:

1. GraphCare exhibits a considerable edge 
over other models when confronted with 
scarce EHR training data.

2. Other graph-augmented methods (e.g. 
GRAM, GAMENet) also show a certain 
level of resilience against scarce data.



Experiments
Effect of Knowledge Graph Size

(Based on 30 runs; Y-axis: ratio of KG used)

1. Better performance with larger KGs.

2. Combined GPT-UMLS-KG outperforms both 
GPT-KG and UMLS-KG consistently.

3. GPT-KG contributes more to mortality and LOS 
predictions, while UMLS-KG edges out in 
readmission prediction.

4. Lower KG ratios are associated with larger 
standard deviations, due to the reduced 
likelihood of vital knowledge being contained.

Statistics of Extracted KGs

Performance

Findings:



Experiments
Effect of BAT GNN

Observations:

1. Excluding node-level attention (𝛼) results in a general drop across all tasks/datasets.
2. Excluding visit-level attention (𝛽) affects more on MIMIC-IV, as it has a higher #visits/patient.
3. Readmission prediction is more sensitive to the visit-level attention.
4. Drug recommendation is more sensitive to the attention initialization.

Ablation Study of BAT GNN’s Variants

Statistics of MIMIC-III/IV



Experiments
Appendix: Patient Representation Learning

Observations:

The patient graph contains more information as well as more noise. 
The patient node contains more accurate information, as it directly links the EHR nodes.
A joint representation of them is a balance.



Experiments
Interpretability of GraphCare

Observations:

Removing the indirect node “lung cancer” connecting crucial nodes “mortality” and “deadly 
cancer” would result in a failure of mortality prediction. 

Highlight the importance of the personalized KG.



Thank you!
Preprint: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.12788.pdf

Code: https://github.com/pat-jj/GraphCare

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.12788.pdf
https://github.com/pat-jj/GraphCare

